Laura Jamison/sabbatical Leave Report

Background/Goals for Sabbatical
As a professor and social worker, I'd been intrigued by Jane Addams for years. She is routinely discussed in
introductory social work and sociology texts as a significant historical figure. She has been described as a selfless
social reformer and as a catalyst in the American settlement house movement. I always felt that she deserved
far more attention than she received in the texts- and from our students. I used my spring 2011 sabbatical leave
to accomplish two different but complementary goals-engaging in research to acquire a greater depth of
knowledge of Addams and also developing a strategy for how I might use that knowledge more effectively in the
classroom.

Benefits of the Sabbatical for the aassroom
One of the primary benefits of the sabbatical was allowing me to get to know Addams more intimately and to
develop a greater understanding of the historical context in which she lived. This included knowing more about
her early history, the challenges and limitations that existed for females during that period, and ultimately, what
motivated her to enter a life of service.

By Addams own account, significant events in her early life had a

profound and long lasting impact. The loss of her mother when she was only five was a traumatic event that
haunted her throughout her life and left her particularly vulnerable to her father's wishes. Her wealthy,
extremely religious father, while concerned about her welfare, was a distant parent, with rigid expectations
about the proper role of women. Addams spent most of her early adulthood attempting to fashion a life that
would provide meaning and personal satisfaction for her, but at the same time, conform to her father's
expectations that she become "a useful woman." As a major catalyst in the settlement house movement, a
tireless advocate for peace and social justice and Nobel prize winner, I believe that Addams was able to fulfill her
father's expectations-but more importantly-her own. Attempting to live up to these sometimes conflicting
expectations, however, took a significant personal toll, and one that is not readily apparent in the history books.
Becoming more knowledgeable about Addams was the primary goal of my sabbatical. A complementary goal
was to develop a creative approach to transmit that knowledge to students. In consultation with faculty from
the theatre department I incorporated my knowledge of Addams into a dramatic presentation for the
classroom. I was also fortunate enough to be able to work with a staff member from the Krannert Center for the
Performing Arts to develop a historically accurate costume for my role.
Using my acquired knowledge of Addams will allow me to convey more intimate details about her and to speak
more authentically about the significant role that she played in American history and in the evolution of applied
sociology. Appearing in costume and in character will allow me to relay the information in a more creative
format than simply lecturing to the students. I will be more dynamic and engaged in the process as a faculty
member. My hope is that this more novel way of approaching a historical figure will engage students as well.

Resources
I read over 23 different publications related to Jane Addams during my sabbatical. This included both books and
articles written by her and works written about her by other people. Dr. Young suggested that I identify a few of
those that I found most helpful. I have listed them below:
Knight, Louise W. Citizen: Jane Addams and the Struggle for Democracy. University of Chicago Press,

2004
Dilberto, Gioja. A Useful Woman: The Early Life of Jane Addams. Scribner and Sons, 2000
Addams, Jane. Twenty Years at Hull-House. 1910. Reprint, University of Illinois Press, 1990

Travel Highlights
In addition to my research, I was able to travel to Toynbee Hall while on sabbatical. This original settlement
house, which is located in London, England, was visited by Jane Addams in 1888. In her writing, she credits this
visit as her inspiration for establishing Hull House in Chicago. While Addams was no stranger to participation in
"charity work" (this was an acceptable activity for young women of her class, and one that her father approved
of) the philosophical approach of Toynbee Hall was unique. The settlement house workers were required to live
in the neighborhoods that their clients lived in. Programs were developed to meet the needs of clients with the
input of the clients served. Addams was inspired by the success of the programs that she observed at Toynbee
Hall. She saw an opportunity to create for herself a career in which she could engage in purposeful work, but
also as an opportunity to finally leave her. father's home and establish herself as an independent woman. During
my visit to Toynbee Hall, I was able to gain access to the library, which housed original documents and photos
related to Jane Addams s visit to the settlement house. Viewing these photos and being able put them together
with Addams recorded impressions from the diary of her trip was both enlightening and inspirational. In
addition to the historical perspective, I was also able to I was also able to interview staff about the current social
services provided, learn more about the clients served, and observe some of the programs.
While Toynbee Hall was the primary destination, I also visited the house of Sigmund Freud while in London.
Although Freud is most frequently linked to Vienna, where he spent the early part of his career, he established a
London residence after the Nazi's rose to power in Europe. This home remained in the family and was the site of
much of the research and work of his daughter, Anna Freud, who played a significant role in the development of
child psychology. I was able to view his room, his famous couch, and early home movies of Freud and his
family. Since I also teach psychology, it was an interesting experience to be in the home of two people who
played such prominent roles in the development of the field.
As a final destination for the sabbatical, I also visited the Hull House museum in Chicago for the second time in
my career. I had not visited the site since I was an undergraduate at the University of Illinois. After the reading,
research and traveling that I had done, visiting the place after all of those years was a far more meaningful
experience. As an undergraduate, I left feeling that I knew more about the settlement house movement. This
time, I left feeling I knew more about Jane-and the place that she called home.

